
Getting Rid of Soda Foam



Abstract
Getting rid of soda foam. My project is about getting rid of the soda 

foam that builds when you pour a can of soda into a glass. I chose this 
project because I find it very annoying when I try to pour a glass of soda, 
but then I have to wait for the foam to go away before I continue pouring. 
In the end my project didn’t end up working, but I ended up finding out 
that oil will make the soda foam dissipate in mere seconds. If this project 
has worked it could have improved soda dispensers and got rid of a 
common annoyance.



The Problem
The problem that I’m trying to solve is the amount of foam that builds 

up when you try to pour a can of soda. The foam is a problem because it 
builds up threatening to overflow the glass, so you must wait for the 
foam to dissipate before you continue pouring. If I solve this problem it 
would make pouring soda easier for everybody, and it could also help 
soda machines be more efficient. 

This is a 3D example of the problem 

Soda foam



Background Information
● When a carbonated drink is opened, the pressure release causes 

bubbles to float to the surface where it can either pop or become 
foam.

● Foam will grow more quickly if the soda is moving.
● Tilting a glass when pouring will help reduce the impact and the 

foam.
● Oils can help reduce the foam of a drink because it makes an uneven 

surface on the bubbles which in turn causes the foam to pop.



Criteria and Constraints
In order for this project to be successful, the attachment must make 

the soda have noticeably less foam than pouring without it. One of the 
limits will be the amount of money that can be spent on materials, this 
can be easily fixed by not making an excessive amount of prototypes and 
not making them too complicated. The things that I will need to be 
constant throughout the trials are the angle the soda is poured at, the 
material used to build the attachments, the soda used, and the glass used.



Materials
● A 2x4 beam of wood
● 74 ml of Gorilla Heavy Duty Construction Adhesive 
● A 12 pack of 354.882 ml A&W Root Beer
● Three glasses
● A ruler
● 14.787ml of Signature Select canola oil
● A screw
● A 6.35 cm diameter, 50.8 cm long pvc pipe



Blueprints

Out of these two prototypes, I ended up making the one on the right 
because I felt it would be easier to pour and would be easier to glue.



Construction

This is the ramp before being glued on. This is the base for the ramp.



Testing

The prototype fully built and ready for 
testing. The control test.



Data

The control’s foam went up to a little over two centimeters. The prototype ended 
up making more foam and had about a little over six centimeters. The prototype 
with oil foamed up less, but the foam dissipated in about 1-2 seconds



Results
After testing I can say that this design did not work as intended. It actually 

made more foam. My best guess is that the soda going down the ramp gained 
more momentum and was being shaken around on the slide, which caused more 
foam to occur. However I noticed something very interesting on the test with oil. It 
was supposed to reduce the amount of foam that occurred, which it did (slightly), 
but once the foam built up, it all disappeared within just 2-3 seconds. I ended up 
doing a separate test afterwards (data not shown) where I poured two cans of 
soda into two different glasses, and one of the glasses was coated in a layer of oil. 
And sure enough when I poured them both, the one with oil had its foam 
disappear within seconds. And the flavor of the root beer had very little to no 
change in taste



Conclusion
I chose to do this project because of how annoying it was to pour a soda, and I 

ended up learning a ton about how carbonation works and what can make it 
worse. When I tested my prototype that I chose it did not end up working, which 
was quite unfortunate, however I did end up learning just how oil can be used to 
affect soda foam. One of the main problems that I encountered when I was 
making this was how long the glue took to dry, and trying to cut the right shape 
for the ramp. If I ever did this again I would maybe try getting temperature 
involved, and maybe making it smaller or simpler. I would have really enjoyed 
seeing my build work, but the oil seemed to be able to make a difference. Maybe 
with a small amount of oil in sodas, the foam would be less of a nuisance and it 
could help make the soda easier to drink.
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